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______________
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Section A

Answer any five questions from this section.
Each question carries 20 marks.
Write your answers in the spaces provided on this examination paper.

Section B

Answer any two questions from this section.
Each question carries 30 marks.
Write your answers in the spaces provided on this examination paper.

Section C

Answer any four questions from this section.
Each question carries 60 marks.
Write your answers in the answer book.

It is recommended that you should spend not more than 30 minutes on Section A and 30 minutes
on Section B, leaving 120 minutes for Section C.

You must return this examination paper with your answer book at the end of the examination.
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Section A
Answer any five questions.
Write your answers in the spaces provided.
1.

Use your knowledge of nutrition to answer the following questions:
(i)

Carbohydrates always contain the elements carbon, hydrogen and

_____________________________________________________________________________
(ii)

Lipids are made up of fatty acids and

______________________________________________________________________________
(iii) Name a fat-soluble vitamin.
_____________________________________________________________________________
(iv) Name a structural carbohydrate found in plants.
_____________________________________________________________________________
(v)

Name one good source of protein in the human diet.

_____________________________________________________________________________

2.

(i)

What is meant by pollution?

____________________________________________________________________________
(ii)

Name one human activity that causes pollution.

_____________________________________________________________________________
(iii) State two problems associated with waste disposal in Ireland.
Problem 1. ____________________________________________________________________
Problem 2. ____________________________________________________________________
(iv) List two ways of minimising waste.
1.____________________________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________________________
(v)

Give one example of the use of microorganisms in waste management.

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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3.

The diagram shows a cell undergoing cell division.
A

B
(a)

Genes are found on structure A. Name structure A.

_____________________________________________________________________________
(b)

What is the function of structure B?

_____________________________________________________________________________
(c)

Tissues grow by cell division. Name the type of cell division by which tissues grow.

_____________________________________________________________________________
(d)

Organs are found in both plants and animals. What is meant by the term organ?

_____________________________________________________________________________
(e)

Name one organ found in plants.

_____________________________________________________________________________

4.

Indicate whether each of the following statements is true (T) or false (F) by drawing a circle
around T or F in each case.
Example: The liver produces bile

T

F

(a)

The semicircular canals in the ear are involved in balance.

T

F

(b)

The growth response of a plant to light is called phototropism.

T

F

(c)

Tendons attach bone to bone.

T

F

(d)

A motor neuron carries impulses to the brain.

T

F

(e)

Rhizopus is a member of the animal kingdom.

T

F

(f)

Xylem transports water in plants.

T

F

(g)

A potato is a modified stem.

T

F
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5.

Choose each term from the following list and place it in Column B to match a description in
Column A. The first one has been completed as an example.
Alcohol, Oxygen, Water, Mitochondria, Lactic acid, Large
Column A

Column B

The amount of energy released in aerobic
respiration.
(i)

Large

A substance required for aerobic respiration.

(ii) A product of anaerobic respiration in muscles.
(iii) A product of aerobic respiration.
(iv) A product of anaerobic respiration in yeast.
(v) The cell structures in which Stage 2 of aerobic
respiration takes place.
6.

The diagram shows a vertical section through the human eye.

(a)

Name the parts labelled A, B, C.
A. _____________________________________
B. _____________________________________
C. _____________________________________

(b)

Name the coloured part of the eye.

_____________________________________________________________________________
(c)

What is the function of the pupil in the eye?

_____________________________________________________________________________
(d)

In which labelled part would you find the rods and cones?

_____________________________________________________________________________
(e)

What is the function of the cones?

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Section B
Answer any two questions.
Write your answers in the spaces provided.
Part (a) carries 6 marks and part (b) carries 24 marks in each question in this section.
7.

(a)

Draw a labelled diagram of a single, reproducing, yeast cell.

(b)

Answer the following questions in relation to your investigation into the growth of leaf
yeast.
(i)

From what plant did you obtain the yeast?

______________________________________________________________________
(ii)

Name the nutrient medium on which you grew the yeast.

______________________________________________________________________
(iii) Outline the steps you followed to get the yeast cells onto the nutrient medium.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
(iv) How long did it take for the yeast to become visible on the nutrient medium?
______________________________________________________________________
(v)

How did you recognise the yeast?

______________________________________________________________________
(vi) Describe one aseptic technique you carried out during this investigation.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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8.

(a)

(i)

The scientific method involves making a hypothesis, carrying out experiments,
recording results, and forming conclusions.
Why is it a good idea to repeat an experiment many times?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
(ii)

Why is a control used when carrying out experiments?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
(b)

For what purpose did you use each of the following in the course of your practical
activities?
(i)

Fehling’s solution or Benedict’s solution.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(ii)

Anaerobic jar.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(iii)

Cover slip.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(iv)

Buffer solution.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(v)

Methylene blue.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(vi)

Sodium alginate.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(vii)

IAA.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________

(viii)

Freezer-cold alcohol.
Purpose. __________________________________________________________
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9.

(a)

A

Name the parts of the light microscope labelled A and B.
A. _________________________________________

Objective lens

B. _________________________________________

(b)

B

Answer the following questions in relation to obtaining and staining a sample of plant
cells and viewing them under the microscope.
(i)

From what plant did you obtain the cells?
___________________________________________________________________

(ii)

How did you obtain a thin piece of a sample of the cells and prepare it for
examination?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

(iii) What stain did you use on the cells?
__________________________________________________________________
(iv) Describe how you applied the stain.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
(v)

The objective lenses on a microscope are usually labelled 40X, 10X, and 4X.
Which objective lens should you begin with when using the microscope?
_________________________________________________________________

(vi) Give one cell structure that you observed that indicated that the cells were plant cells.
_________________________________________________________________
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Section C
Answer any four questions.
Write your answers in the answer book.
10.

(a)

Explain the following terms that are used in genetics:
(i) Allele
(ii) Heterozygous
(iii) Phenotype.

(b)

(9)

In humans, brown eye (B) is dominant to blue eye (b). Two parents, one heterozygous for
eye colour and the other with blue eyes, start a family.
(i) What is the genotype of the blue-eyed parent?
(ii) What are the possible gametes that each parent can produce?
(iii) Using a Punnett square or another method work out the possible genotypes and
phenotypes of their children.
(24)

(c)

(i) Explain, in terms of what happens to body cells, what is meant by the term cancer.
(ii) Give two possible causes of cancer.
(iii) Some people choose to be screened to determine their risk of getting a particular
type of cancer.
What is meant by genetic screening?
(iv) Blood samples taken from a crime scene were put through a process called DNA
profiling. During the process cells were broken down to release the DNA,
which was then cut into fragments. The fragments were then separated.
1. What was used to cut the DNA?
2. On what basis were the DNA fragments separated?
3. Give an application of DNA profiling other than solving crime.
(v) The following are the results of the DNA profiling process. Using these results,
identify which suspect, A, B or C committed the crime.

(27)
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11.

(a)

(b)

(i)
(ii)

What is the main source of energy in an ecosystem?
Explain the following terms used in ecology:
1. Biosphere
2. Habitat.

(9)

The food web below was drawn by a group of students following their field work.
Study the web and answer the questions.
Hawk
Thrush

Spider
Ladybird

Mouse
Greenfly

Caterpillar

Oaktree

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Blackberry

Name one primary producer from the web.
Name one herbivore and one carnivore from the web.
Name one omnivore from the web.
What would happen to the number of caterpillars if all the thrushes died?
What is meant by a quantitative survey of organisms in a habitat?
Name two pieces of apparatus used to collect animals from an ecosystem.
(24)

(c)

Read the paragraph below and answer the questions that follow.
Shedding Daylight on Irish Bats.
There are ten species of bat in Ireland. They live in our houses, churches and old
buildings. The most common species of bat in Ireland is the Pipistrelle which is small
enough to fit into a matchbox. The largest species is Leisler’s bat. Bats are not blind.
They use sound to navigate. Bats are the only flying mammals. They generally hunt at
night for moths and other insects. In winter many bat species hibernate in underground
sites and outhouses. Bats have only one baby per year and they can live for up to forty
years. Barn owls may sometimes feed on bats, or they may fall prey to the domestic cat.
According to Bat Conservation Ireland, bat populations are decreasing. This may be due
to loss of hedgerows, pesticide use and the renovation of old buildings.
[Adapted from ‘Science Spin’ Issue 26, January 2008. By Anthony King.]

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

How many species of bat are found in Ireland?
What is the name of the most common species found here?
What do bats feed on?
What is meant by the term predator?
Name a predator of Irish bats.
Suggest one reason why many bats hibernate in winter.
What is meant by the term conservation?
Suggest one way to help bat conservation in Ireland.
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12.

(a)

(b)

(i)
(ii)

What is meant by the term photosynthesis?
A gas from the air is needed for photosynthesis.
Name this gas.
(iii) Name the part of a plant cell in which photosynthesis takes place.

(9)

(i)
(ii)

Write a balanced equation for photosynthesis.
Plants contain the green pigment chlorophyll.
What is the role of chlorophyll in photosynthesis?
(iii) The apparatus shown below may be used to investigate the effect of an
environmental factor on the rate of photosynthesis.
1. Name any two environmental factors affecting photosynthesis that could be
investigated using the apparatus shown.
2. How would you measure the rate of photosynthesis using the apparatus below?

Thermometer

Strong light source

Cut stem
Varied NaHCO3 soln.

Set distance
Metre stick

Pondweed
Water bath at 25°C

(24)

(c)

Enzymes are used in many processes in both plants and animals.
(i) What is an enzyme?
(ii) Name any one enzyme, and its substrate, and its product.
(iii) The rate of activity of enzymes can be affected by various factors.
Name any two factors that can affect enzyme activity.
(iv) Enzymes are sometimes immobilised in industrial processes.
What is meant by the term immobilised in relation to enzymes?
(v) Give one advantage of using immobilised enzymes.
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13.

(a)

(i)
(ii)

Nam
me the liquidd part of thee blood.
Diffferent lifestyyle factors have
h
an effeect on the heealth of ourr circulatory
y system.
Nam
me any two of these facctors.
(9))

(b)

The diagraam shows a section thrrough the hu
uman heart.
A

Bicuspid valve
C
B

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(c)

Nam
me the bloodd vessel labelled A.
Doees A carry blood towardds or away from
f
the heeart?
Nam
me the cham
mber of the heart
h
labelleed C.
Whyy is the walll of chambeer B thicker than the waall of chambber C?
Nam
me the arteriies that suppply the hearrt wall with blood.
Whaat is the rolee of valves in
i the heart??
The lymphatic system is annother seriees of vesselss carrying flluid in the body.
b
Givee any two functions
fu
off the lymphaatic system.

(244)

The diagraam shows part
p of the huuman breath
hing system
m.

Laryn
nx

B

A

(i) Nam
me the parts labelled A and B.
(ii) In what
w structurres in the luungs does gaaseous exchhange take pplace?
(iii) Givee one featurre of the struuctures refeerred to in (iii) that allow
ws efficientt exchange of
o
gasees.
(iv) Whaat is the funnction of thee larynx?
(v) Outlline the stepps involved in inhalatio
on.
(277)
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144.

Answerr any two off (a), (b), (c)

(30, 30
0)

(a)

Draw a large labellled diagram
m of the hum
man female reproductivve system.
Indicate clearly onn your diagrram where each
e
of the following
f
events takes place:
1. Ovulationn
2. Fertilisatioon.
(iiii) What does
d
the term
m infertilityy mean?
(ivv) In vitroo fertilisatioon is a methood used to treat
t
infertillity.
What iss meant by the term in vitro in relaation to ferttilisation?
(vv) Give on
ne cause off infertility in
i women.
(vvi) As a reesult of fertiility treatmeent, an embrryo developps successfuully from an
n in vitro
fertilisaation. What is the next step for thee embryo?

(b)

(i))

(c)

(i))
(iii)

The diaagram show
ws some partts of the hum
man endocrrine system..
Name the
t glands labelled A and
a B.
a one horrmone produuced by thee body.
(iii) Name any
(iiii) Give a deficiency symptom of the hormo
one named
in (ii) above.
a
(ivv) Give on
ne examplee of the use of
o hormonee supplemennts.
(vv) The cenntral nervouus system iss made up of
o two main parts.
Name each
e
part.
(vvi) Name a disorder of
o the nervouus system.
Give on
ne cause off the disordeer and suggest a meanss of
treatingg the disordder.

(i)) Explainn the term excretion.
e
(iii) Name two
t substannces excreteed by the kid
dneys.
(iiii) The diaagram show
ws the humaan urinary sy
ystem.
Name the
t parts labbelled A, B,, and C.
(ivv) Name the
t parts of the kidney in which ea
ach of the
followiing takes plaace:
1. Filtration
F
2. Reabsorptio
R
on.
(vv) Name one
o other exxcretory orggan in the body.
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A

B

A
B
C

15.

Answ
wer any twoo of (a), (b),, (c)
(a)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(b)

(30, 30
0)

Draw
w a large laabelled diagrram to show
w the internal structure of a flowerr.
Givee two ways by which pollen
p
is tran
nsferred froom one flow
wer to another.
Afteer fertilisatioon, what paart of the flo
ower becom
mes the fruit??
Manny seedless fruits, e.g. grapes,
g
are available
a
inn shops todaay.
Statee one way of
o forming seedless
s
fru
uits.
Som
metimes artifficial methoods are used
d to propagaate (reproduuce) plants.
Nam
me any two methods off artificially propagatinng plants.

The diagraam shows a transverse section of a dicotyledoonous (dicott) root.
A
B
C
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Nam
me the parts labelled A,, B and C.
Statee two functtions of a rooot.
From
m what partt of a seed does
d
the roo
ot develop?
Givee one exam
mple of a rooot modified for food stoorage.
Plannts can be monocotyled
m
donous or diicotyledonoous.
Givee any one difference
d
beetween a mo
onocotyledoonous plantt and a dicottyledonous
plannt.
(vi) Givee one exam
mple of a moonocotyledonous plant and
a one exaample of a
dicootyledonous plant.
(c)

The diagraam shows thhe structuree of a type of
o virus.

A

B

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Nam
me the parts labelled A and B.
Statee two harm
mful effects of viruses.
Whaat is meant by
b the term immunity?
The skin is an important paart of our im
mmune system.
munity.
Outlline two waays in whichh the skin prrovides imm
(v) To help
h the imm
mune system
m, many peo
ople receivee vaccinatioons during their
t
lifetim
me.
Whaat is meant by
b the term vaccination
n?
(vi) Antiibiotics are usually nott given to a person
p
suffe
fering from a viral infecction.
Sugggest a reasoon for this.
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